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ABSTRACT

Background: The complexity and dynamical nature of community interactions make modelling a useful tool for understanding how communities develop over time and how they respond to external perturbations. Large community-evolution models (LCEMs) are particularly promising, since they can address both ecological and evolutionary questions, and can give rise to richly structured and diverse model communities.

Questions: Which types of models have been used to study community structure and what are their key features and limitations? How do adaptations and/or invasions affect community formation? Which mechanisms promote diverse and stable communities? What are the implications of LCEMs for management and conservation? What are the key challenges for future research?

Models considered: Static models of community structure, demographic community models, and small and large community-evolution models.

Conclusions: Large community-evolution models encompass a variety of modelled traits and interactions, demographic dynamics, and evolutionary dynamics. They are able to reproduce empirical community structures. They have already generated new insights, such as the dual role of competition, which limits diversity through competitive exclusion yet facilitates diversity through speciation. Other critical factors determining eventual community structure are the shape of trade-off functions, inclusion of adaptive foraging, and energy availability. A particularly interesting feature of LCEMs is that these models not only help to contrast
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outcomes of community formation via species assembly with those of community formation via gradual evolution and speciation, but that they can furthermore unify the underlying invasion processes and evolutionary processes into a single framework.
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INTRODUCTION

Understanding how evolution shapes ecological communities is of key importance for the successful conservation of species and ecosystems, for predicting impacts of environmental perturbations, and for understanding the origin and loss of biodiversity in general. The complexity and dynamical nature of community interactions make modelling a useful tool for deriving insights about community dynamics. This is, for example, shown by the increasing number of hypotheses derived from theoretical models that have been tested in community and metacommunity experiments (Naeem et al., 1994; Hector et al., 1999; Morris et al., 2004; Dickie et al., 2011; Steiner et al., 2011). Models have also shed light on how the fundamental types of ecological interactions differentially affect the dynamics of communities, and they have been used to understand the role complex interactions play in determining community structure (Pimm and Lawton, 1978; McCann et al., 1998; Krause et al., 2003).

Even though the first models of ecological communities were relatively simple, in that they considered the interaction between several given species with externally prescribed and unchanging ecological niches, those models nevertheless produced powerful results that prompted new insights and generated new hypotheses (e.g. Rosenzweig, 1971; Oksanen et al., 1981; Oksanen and Oksanen, 2000). Since then, researchers have strived to achieve a more realistic amount of complexity in models that incorporate population dynamics. This has been no trivial task. One way to increase community complexity in fixed-niche models is by means of community assembly (Post and Pimm, 1983; Drake, 1990b; Morton and Law, 1997), which typically involves exposing a model community to a series of invasions by species from an external predefined species pool.

While models of species with fixed ecological niches provide interesting clues about the organization of natural communities (e.g. Tilman, 1982; Peterson et al., 2002; Cottenie, 2005), recent work has underscored that ecological dynamics alone may not suffice for understanding community structure. Ample evidence for rapid or contemporary evolution (Coltman et al., 2003; Yoshida et al., 2003; Olsen et al., 2004; Hairston et al., 2005; Phillips et al., 2006) suggests that it is instructive, and probably essential, to include evolutionary elements in models of community structure. The ecological dynamics of large communities have been studied extensively (e.g. Post and Pimm, 1983; Morton and Law, 1997; Thébault and Fontaine, 2010), and there is a growing body of work on the evolutionary dynamics of small communities (Pimentel, 1961; Rosenzweig, 1978; Slatkin, 1980; Dieckmann et al., 1995; Dieckmann and Doebeli, 1999; Gaba and Ebert, 2009). Recent increases in computational power have allowed for the simultaneous incorporation of ecological complexity and evolutionary dynamics in theoretical models. Such an integrative approach is a promising direction for research, since the resulting models can address both ecological and evolutionary consequences emerging from different scenarios, and the modelled communities may more accurately represent the structural organization of natural ecological communities.
The goal of the present review is to provide an overview of large community-evolution models, in which both the abundances and the niches of species can change over time. For comparison, we contrast the features of these innovative models with those of the static community models, large dynamic community models, and small evolutionary models that preceded them. Several existing reviews have already covered the influence of evolution on food-web structure (Yoshida, 2006; Fussmann et al., 2007; Loeuille and Loreau, 2009; Loeuille, 2010b). The present work therefore aims to go beyond food-web aspects, by accounting also for communities involving non-trophic interactions. In addition, as community-evolution models are related to community-assembly models, yet differ in important ways, we consider how the two processes of assembly and evolution interact to forge communities. Finally, we suggest applications of the community-evolution models in several areas of community and conservation ecology.

The article has been structured according to the key elements of the different modelling traditions (Fig. 1) that preceded the burgeoning study of large community-evolution models. We start by reviewing ecological community models without any evolutionary components. Such models may or may not include population dynamics, may or may not include changes in species number by invasion and extinction, and also differ in whether the modelled interactions are trait-based or not. We then move on to review models in which interactions depend on underlying traits that undergo evolutionary changes. We review

---

**Fig. 1.** Schematic illustration of the community models considered in this review. We begin by surveying static and dynamic ecological models, which do not possess an evolutionary component. Next, we move on to evolution in small community-evolution models. Finally, we review large community-evolution models (LCEMs), which synthesize elements of all aforementioned model types.
models that consist of one, two, or at most a few species with fixed ecological roles, which we refer to as small community-evolution models, before we review large community-evolution models, which crucially extend small community-evolution models by allowing for changes in species number. We discuss the main assumptions and compare the building blocks of the aforementioned three types of community models. Finally, we discuss applications of these models, highlight open challenges, and identify promising new directions for future research.

**STATIC AND DYNAMIC COMMUNITY MODELS WITHOUT EVOLUTION**

Static community models (Cohen et al., 1990a; Williams and Martinez, 2000; Cattin et al., 2004) and dynamic community models (e.g. Post and Pimm, 1983; Taylor, 1988; Drake, 1990b; Law and Morton, 1996; Bastolla et al., 2005), both without evolution, represent two important but contrasting modelling approaches in community ecology. Static community models consist of simple rules that generate binary community networks with properties comparable to those found in empirical food-web data, whereas dynamic community models describe the demographic change of populations as a function of the current state of the community. The differences in model formulation and historical motivation between these two approaches, and the areas in which they succeed and fail, are discussed below.

It was recognized early on that food webs differ from random networks (Cohen and Newman, 1985; Proulx et al., 2005; Montoya et al., 2006). Static community models are motivated by structure rather than dynamics, and arose in an effort to find the most minimal rules that would predict the empirically observed properties of real food webs (Cohen and Newman, 1985). They were refined (Williams and Martinez, 2000; Cattin et al., 2004) after major improvements were made to the catalogue of empirical food webs (Paine, 1988; Martinez, 1991; Polis, 1991; Hall and Raffaelli, 1993; Winemiller and Polis, 1996; Sugihara et al., 1997). A common element in these models is a hierarchy of niche values, often thought to be linked to body sizes (Warren and Lawton, 1987; Williams and Martinez, 2000), such that species largely prey on species of lower niche value (Stouffer et al., 2005). While such a hierarchy is strict in the cascade model (Cohen et al., 1990b), later models such as the niche model (Williams and Martinez, 2000) allow species also to feed on species with higher niche values. Phylogenetic origin is believed to be important for structuring communities (Cattin et al., 2004) and it has been demonstrated that phylogenetic correlations can give rise to food-web intervality or near-intervality (Rossberg et al., 2010; Brännström et al., 2011a), a pattern widely observed in empirical food webs (Williams and Martinez, 2000). These findings indicate that trait-based and evolutionary mechanisms are likely to be underlying the trophic relationships, and that these mechanisms thus are a primary organizing principle of food-web structure.

Dynamic models of interacting communities have been an important tool in ecology since the pioneering work of Alfred Lotka and Vito Volterra almost a century ago, and range from two-species models to large community models with physiological detail (Rosenzweig, 1978; Armstrong and McGhee, 1988; Yodzis, 2000; Abrams, 2003; Hartvig et al., 2011). Dynamical community models have made predictions about food-web structure, including the roles of weak interactions (McCann et al., 1998), omnivory (Pimm and Lawton, 1978; McCann and Hastings, 1997), compartmentalization (May, 1973), and the number of trophic levels (Pimm and Lawton, 1977), in stabilizing large food webs. Some predictions, such as those concerning compartmentalization, find empirical support (Krause et al., 2003), whereas others, like those concerning low levels of omnivory, are not consistent with later and more detailed empirical findings about natural food webs (Martinez, 1991; Polis 1991).
Some models reconcile the aforementioned static and dynamic modelling approaches by superimposing dynamical equations onto a community structured by an underlying static model, such as in the Lotka-Volterra Cascade Model (Cohen et al., 1990b) or a variety of models investigated by Williams and Martinez (2006). However, while this approach has shed light on the interaction between dynamics and structure (Williams and Martinez, 2006), the question of what causes the underlying food-web structures to emerge remains unclear (Williams and Martinez, 2000; Dunne, 2006).

Many dynamic community models have been developed in the context of the complexity–stability debate (McCann, 2000). This debate ignited after Robert May (1973) used local stability analysis of random community matrices to challenge the popular notion that complexity implied stability (Odum, 1953, MacArthur, 1955; Elton, 1958). An important critique of May’s result was that natural systems are not random, but may arise through community-level selection for stability (Pimm and Lawton, 1977, 1978). This has inspired the development of community-assembly models, which are capable of building up large and stable communities (Post and Pimm, 1983; Taylor, 1988; Drake, 1990a, 1990b; Law and Blackford, 1992; Law and Morton, 1996). These models incorporate explicit population dynamics and emulate naturally occurring processes of invasion and colonization. The interaction strength between two species is usually determined randomly or can be derived from individual-level traits (e.g. Law and Morton, 1996).

Studies based on community-assembly models have shed light on community-ecology processes such as extinction cascades (Borrvall et al., 2000; Lundberg et al., 2000) and succession dynamics (Law and Morton, 1996).

Community-assembly models are able to address questions about both the structure and the dynamics of communities. However, these models need to justify assumptions about the invading species that are made a priori through the specification of an external species pool from which these invading species are randomly drawn. Moreover, as the considered structuring principle is invasion, these models do not account for phylogenetic correlations and often lack trade-offs among species’ traits. Evolutionary models of community assembly may help to overcome these limitations, since in such models – which we will now consider for the remainder of this review – the invading morphs endogenously arise from an already present community, phylogenetic correlations emerge naturally, and trade-offs among traits are readily incorporated.

SMALL COMMUNITY-EVOLUTION MODELS

Models accounting for evolutionary dynamics are numerous and have been around for quite a while (e.g. Pimentel, 1961). They represent the interactions between species as functions of heritable individual-level traits subject to evolutionary change. The determination of demographic coefficients from heritable traits gives rise to eco-evolutionary feedback: the change of a trait depends on the selection pressures arising from the ecology, which in turn leads to changes in the ecological environment (e.g. Geritz et al., 1998; Fussmann et al., 2007; McGill and Brown, 2007).

In the literature, a large variety of ecologically important traits have been explored in evolutionary models. Some models investigate the dynamics of general traits such as body size (Troost et al., 2008), degree of specialization (Egas et al., 2004), and degree of cooperation (Doebeli et al., 2004; Brännström and Dieckmann, 2005; Brännström et al., 2011b; Corinforth et al., 2012). Other models investigate more systems-specific traits such as cannibalism (Dercole, 2003), tree height (Iwasa et al., 1985), root mass (O’Brien and Brown, 2008), plant defences (de Mazancourt et al., 2001; Loeuille et al., 2002),
or crypsis (Nilsson and Ripa, 2010). The traits themselves can be scalar-valued (or univariate, as in the references above), vector-valued (or multivariate), or even function-valued (Dieckmann et al., 2006; Parvinen et al., 2006). In the last case, the expressed phenotype is specified as a function of a state variable (e.g. individual size) or of an external environmental factor (e.g. ambient temperature). Also, evolutionary changes in many kinds of ecological interactions have been analysed, including competition (Dieckmann and Doebeli, 1999), mutualism (Bronstein et al., 2004), and predation (Krivan and Diehl, 2005).

In all of the studies above, the evolving traits are subject to trade-offs and constraints: change in a trait value will improve one aspect relevant for survival and/or reproduction, while worsening another such aspect. For example, in Iwasa’s tree-height model (Iwasa et al., 1985), increasing a tree’s height increases its competitive ability, but also requires it to invest higher maintenance costs. Such trade-offs are fundamental aspects of evolutionary ecology and remove the possibility that ‘Darwinian demons’ (Law, 1979) arise in evolutionary models. It is interesting to note, however, that trade-offs are often surprisingly difficult to reveal in empirical studies (e.g. Reznick et al., 2000).

Evolutionary models of small communities have been used to address several general questions in evolutionary ecology. First, the earliest evolutionary model in ecology (Pimentel, 1961) was designed to examine whether co-evolution may stabilize population dynamics. Since then, a large number of other models have been analysed to elucidate the general influence of evolution on stability: while many studies have identified mechanisms through which co-evolution stabilizes population dynamics (Saloniemi, 1993; van Baalen and Sabelis, 1993; Hochberg and Holt, 1995; Schreiber and Vejdani 2006), others have shown that destabilization is also possible (Abrams and Matsuda, 1997). Second, character displacement (evidenced by competing species exhibiting larger niche differences in sympatry than in allopatry) has been investigated using models in which the niche positions and niche widths of two or more species are subject to evolutionary change (Slatkin, 1980; Taper and Case, 1985; Drossel and McKane, 1999).

A third classical focus is to study co-evolutionary dynamics, to scrutinize the Red Queen hypothesis (Van Valen, 1973), to investigate evolutionary arms races, and to illuminate recurrent co-evolutionary dynamics arising from a process known as evolutionary cycling (Dieckmann et al., 1995; Gaba and Ebert, 2009). Fourth, processes that change a community’s diversity have been studied using small community-evolution models. Evolution may have a positive effect on total diversity, either by speciation (Rosenzweig, 1978; Dieckmann and Doebeli, 1999), in particular through a process known as ‘evolutionary branching’ (Metz et al., 1992), or by adaptive evolution allowing a population to survive while its environment is changing, through a process known as ‘evolutionary rescue’ (Gomulkiewicz and Holt, 1995; Bell and Gonzalez, 2011). Such positive effects of evolution on diversity are not guaranteed, however, as evolution under other circumstances may weaken a population’s viability and even lead to its extinction, through a process known as ‘evolutionary suicide’ (Gyllenberg et al., 2002; Parvinen, 2005); likewise, evolution of one species may lead to another species’ extinction, through a process known as ‘evolutionary murder’ (Dieckmann et al., 1995; Dercole et al., 2006).

The small community-evolution models reviewed above can be used to investigate a large array of phenomena arising through eco-evolutionary feedbacks. They also include trait-based interactions and trade-offs, two aspects often neglected in static and dynamic community models without evolution. However, they suffer from two shortcomings. First, they consist of only a few species, which raises the question of the extent to which the analysed phenomena persist in high-diversity scenarios. Second, the ecological roles of species in these models are often prescribed, and are themselves not subject to flexible
evolutionary change. For example, in a recent model of the evolution of a host–parasite system (Gaba and Ebert, 2009), species could evolve their traits, but they could not evolutionarily alter their roles of being designated either a host or a parasite. These restricted ecological roles artificially constrain the evolutionary processes and the possibility of investigating important questions, such as how new trophic levels evolve and influence a food web’s structure and functioning. Including such processes requires a rethinking of the definition of trait spaces used in community modelling. Should such trait spaces be unique for each species or type, or could they be more encompassing, so as to allow representation of the trait combinations of all species of interest in a particular study? In the latter case, the evolutionary emergence and alteration of ecological roles becomes amenable to model-based analyses, as we will now discuss in greater detail.

**LARGE COMMUNITY-EVOLUTION MODELS**

The past decade has seen rapid growth in the evolutionary modelling of large communities and food webs, with diverse approaches to incorporating explicit population dynamics together with trait-based species descriptions. For lack of a better name, we use the term large community-evolution model or LCEM (Loeuille and Loreau, 2009) to describe models in this class. These models often incorporate shared trait spaces, in the sense that all considered species’ interactions are inferred from a common list of functional traits: while each considered species is characterized by specifying its list of trait values, the list’s structure, and thus the total set of considered traits, is the same across all considered species. Since interactions among species are thus determined by their respective trait values, and since those trait values can evolve in response to the prevalent selection pressures, species can evolve into other ecological roles. The community structure that eventually develops is then a consequence of explicit ecological and evolutionary processes. This sets LCEMs firmly apart from static community models, but also from community-assembly models in which the structuring principle is not evolution but invasion. Below we give a brief overview of some LCEM approaches. Their key features will be compared in the next section.

As an early forerunner, Roughgarden (1972) introduced a community-evolution model based on Lotka-Volterra competition. Species in this model are characterized by a continuous trait value representing their preferred resource type, and the interaction strength between two species depends on their similarity in terms of this preference, with the interaction strength being maximal when the two species’ preferences coincide. The competitive ability of a species is furthermore affected by the abundance of an underlying resource with a specified distribution, often referred to as a ‘resource landscape’ (Rummel and Roughgarden, 1983). Some later variants of this model incorporate two groups of species — consumers and predators (Brown and Vincent, 1992; Ripa et al., 2009). In these latter models, the ecological roles of species as predator or prey are fixed, which means that they these models employ two separate trait spaces. A related model, by Ferrière et al. (2002), is similarly based on Lotka-Volterra dynamics, but incorporates mutualistic interactions. This model allows the build-up of large communities with two groups of mutualistic species, for example flowers and pollinators, evolving in two separate trait spaces.

Although variants of the Roughgarden (1972) model can successfully capture the adaptive radiation of large communities and food webs (e.g. Ripa et al., 2009), evolution remains constrained by the separation of the underlying trait spaces; for example, a prey species cannot evolve into a predator species. An alternative approach utilizes a fully shared trait
space, and this allows for fundamental changes in ecological roles through evolution, such as in the models of Loeuille and Loreau (2005), Troost et al. (2008), and Brännström et al. (2011c). In these models, the shared evolving trait defining a species is its body size. The foraging rate is defined as a unimodal function of the relative difference between two species’ body sizes, such that a species has low foraging rates on individuals with much larger or much smaller body size. Using this approach, Loeuille and Loreau (2005) studied evolving food webs to identify ecological factors constraining their structure, and Brännström et al. (2011c) incorporated gradual evolutionary change to explore the relationship between conditions for the initial diversification and the eventual diversity of evolved food webs. This approach can be extended to investigate evolution in traits other than body size, such as degree of specialization (Ingram et al., 2009) or temperature dependence (Stegen et al., 2009).

Ito and Ikegami (2006) and Ito et al. (2009) also considered a shared trait space, but with abstract traits, such that each individual is characterized by two continuously valued traits characterizing its profile as prey and predator, respectively. Similar to the models above, the foraging rate of one species upon another depends on the distance between the two species’ traits; however, in their model, the predator trait can evolve freely with respect to the prey trait. In spite of the relative simplicity of this two-dimensional trait space, complex food webs emerge through gradual evolutionary change and evolutionary branching in the predator trait, as well as in the prey trait. These models thus shed light on factors that favour community complexity, including intermediately strong predator–prey interactions, similar competitive interactions across the community, and functional responses that are close to ratio-dependent.

Another abstract, but much more complex, trait space is explored in the WebWorld model (Caldarelli et al., 1998; Drossel et al., 2001). Here a species is described by a binary string representing the presence or absence of features that can affect interspecific interactions (e.g. ‘nocturnal’ vs. ‘diurnal’), defining a potentially very large, but finite, pool of possible species. The interaction strength between two species with binary strings \( v \) and \( u \), respectively, is obtained by a bilinear form, \( a = v^T M u \), in which the matching matrix \( M \) is anti-symmetric, with random elements determined at the beginning of a model run. New species are introduced as mutants differing in one binary feature from their parental species. The anti-symmetry of \( M \) ensures that a species does not interact with itself, as it requires that all diagonal elements are zero. When there are no other zeros in \( M \) (as is the case in published applications of the WebWorld model), a species interacts as predator or prey with all other species. An optimal-foraging model component then restricts which of these potential predator–prey relationships are actually realized in the modelled community’s population dynamics. This latter component turns out to be important for the stability and diversity of the resulting community (Drossel et al., 2001, 2004; Quince et al., 2005). Similar to the WebWorld model, Yoshida (2003) assumed that an abstract feature string controls species interactions. In contrast to the WebWorld model, however, Yoshida divides species into plants and animals described by two separate trait spaces, with species being prevented from traversing from one of those spaces to the other.

The matching model (Rossberg et al., 2006) is another example of a model in which two binary strings determine a species’ profile as predator or prey. Again, feeding relations between species are defined by their relative body sizes, but rather than using body size to inform population dynamics, body size is directly related to the speciation rate. As a consequence, a species’ speciation rate is directly correlated with its position in the resultant food web. This
model does not incorporate population dynamics. Despite these simplifications, the matching model gives rise to food webs whose statistical features are in good general alignment with empirical data. Rossberg et al. (2008) later introduced a version of this model with explicit population dynamics and continuous trait vectors in lieu of binary strings. This model was used to study scaling relationships between body masses and species abundances in multi-trophic communities.

While the above portrayal of LCEMs is not meant to be exhaustive [see, for example, the tangled nature model of Christensen et al. (2002)], it highlights how this class of models can simultaneously account for ecological complexity and evolutionary dynamics, and it illustrates the variety of ways in which models can produce food-web structures that agree with empirical observations in important aspects.

**COMPARISON OF KEY FEATURES OF LARGE COMMUNITY-EVOLUTION MODELS**

As can be seen from the examples above, there are many apparent differences in how large community-evolution models are constructed. We now contrast the key features of LCEMs: Table 1 shows how characteristics of the models considered above compare in three key areas: traits and interactions, demographic dynamics, and evolutionary dynamics. In what follows, we discuss each of these areas in detail.

**Traits and interactions**

The models surveyed in the previous section differ in whether traits are assumed to be discrete or continuous. In the former category are the tangled nature model and the WebWorld model, both of which are based on binary strings. In contrast, the models of Loeuille and Loreau (2005, 2006), Brännström et al. (2011c), and Ito and Ikegami (2006) are based on continuous traits. Falling in both domains, the original matching model (Rossberg et al., 2006) is an example of a model that combines discrete and continuous traits: binary strings for a species’ profile as prey or predator, and body size as a species property that imposes fundamental constraints on trophic interactions.

A related aspect in which LCEMs differ is the dimensionality of the considered trait space, which can be one-dimensional (Loeuille and Loreau, 2005; Troost et al., 2005; Brännström et al., 2011c), two-dimensional (Ito and Ikegami, 2006; Troost et al., 2008; Ingram et al., 2009), or have much higher dimensionality (Caldarelli et al., 1998; Drossel et al., 2001; Christensen et al., 2002; Rossberg et al., 2006).

Related to the representation of traits is the way in which individual traits give rise to interactions. To avoid the emergence of a ‘Darwinian demon’ (Law, 1979), all models must explicitly or implicitly incorporate trade-offs, with the precise details differing from model to model. Three fundamental groups can be discerned: the interaction strength between species pairs may depend on (1) binary traits and a random matching matrix (tangled nature model and WebWorld model), (2) the similarity between continuous traits (resource-competition models, matching-model variants, and Ito and Ikegami’s model), or (3) empirical or physiological principles associated with the considered continuous traits (Loeuille and Loreau, 2005; Brännström et al., 2011c).

A further distinction comes from the types of interactions that are considered. Most models mentioned above include trophic interactions, but some models also include direct competitive interactions (Loeuille and Loreau, 2005, 2006; Brännström et al., 2011c) or mutualistic interactions (Ferrière et al., 2002). Thus far, no LCEM has considered all of these types of
Table 1. Overview of characteristic features of selected large community-evolution models: features are presented in three groups, encompassing traits and interactions (top), demographic dynamics (middle), and evolutionary dynamics (bottom)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discrete vs. continuous traits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One vs. several trait spaces</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecologically interpretable vs. abstract traits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trophic interactions present vs. absent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitive interactions present vs. absent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutualistic interactions present vs. absent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear vs. nonlinear functional response</td>
<td>[2]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[N/A]</td>
<td>[N/A]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static vs. dynamic foraging behaviour</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[N/A]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single vs. multiple resources</td>
<td>[3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[N/A]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradual evolution vs. large mutational steps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[N/A]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deterministic vs. stochastic trait dynamics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oligomorphic vs. polymorphic trait distributions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic vs. purely phenotypic traits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[1] Each species has a unique associated trait
[2] Linear functional responses are studied for comparison

interaction together (but see Loueille, 2010b) – an important omission, considering that all three types of interaction are simultaneously present in natural communities (Fontaine et al., 2011).

Demographic dynamics

Large community-evolution models can also be classified according to the modelled type of demographic dynamics. The resource competition models and the models of Loeuille and Loreau (2005) and Brännström et al. (2011c) are based on the classic Lotka-Volterra equations with a linear functional response, while the other models employ non-linear functional responses.

The use of non-linear responses and adaptive foraging may play an important role in enabling the latter models to create and sustain large and diverse communities. Adaptive foraging means that predators allocate their efforts to more abundant and/or more
profitable prey species, thus offering a dynamically emerging refuge to any prey species that moves towards the brink of extinction. Thus, adaptive foraging has a stabilizing effect on population dynamics, facilitates coexistence of different types, and is thereby conducive to the formation of larger communities (Drossel et al., 2001; Kondoh, 2003). A few studies have compared the effects of different functional responses in the context of LCEMs (e.g. Drossel et al., 2001; Ito et al., 2009), and have found that non-linear functional responses and adaptive foraging are often critical for the evolution of diverse communities (Loeuille, 2010a).

A few aspects that are commonly studied in ecological models are yet to be explored in LCEMs. These include age- and stage-structured populations, environmental and demographic stochasticity, as well as spatially structured populations [but see Rossberg et al. (2008) for a metapopulation model]. Such aspects have already been included in small community-evolution models (e.g. Dieckmann and Doebeli, 1999; Doebeli and Dieckmann, 2003; Johansson and Ripa, 2006; Nilsson and Ripa, 2010), indicating that the corresponding extensions to LCEMs are feasible.

**Evolutionary dynamics**

There is a striking diversity among LCEMs with respect to how evolutionary change is modelled, with a corresponding diversity of assumptions underlying the different approaches. In the LCEMs we have reviewed, evolution has been modelled as a diffusion process in trait space (Ito and Ikegami, 2006), as point mutations in binary strings (Drossel et al., 2001; Christensen et al., 2002), as changes in the contributions of allelic effects in strings (Yoshida, 2003), as small-to-large mutational steps in continuous trait values (e.g. Loeuille and Loreau, 2005), or as gradual mutational steps in continuous trait values (e.g. Ripa et al., 2009; Brännström et al., 2011c).

In general, evolution can be modelled using either small or large mutational steps, and can be described as either a deterministic or a stochastic process. When trait combinations are described as a binary string (e.g. Caldarelli et al., 1998), evolution is necessarily modelled using large mutational steps, whereas models with continuous traits can assume mutational steps of variable size, or consider gradual evolutionary change only, such as in models that employ the canonical equation of adaptive dynamics (e.g. Ripa et al., 2009). In the models that we have reviewed, those that assume large mutational steps also consider stochastic trait evolution. Conversely, models that assume small mutational steps typically consider deterministic trait evolution, with the model by Brännström et al. (2011c), which assumes small mutational steps and considers stochastic trait evolution, illustrating a third combination.

Some models assume that the trait distribution of a species contains only one or a few trait combinations at any given time, resulting in communities known as ‘oligomorphic’ (Ito and Dieckmann, 2007). Such oligomorphic trait distributions underlie adaptive dynamics theory and are therefore often assumed in models employing this framework (Ito et al., 2009; Ripa et al., 2009). In contrast, a fully continuous distribution of trait combinations within a population is assumed in only one of the models we have reviewed (Ito and Ikegami 2006), although this is a common assumption in the quantitative genetics theory of gradual evolution (Lande, 1982). In two other models (Yoshida, 2003; Loeuille and Loreau, 2005), frequent and large mutational steps, in conjunction with stochastic trait dynamics, give rise to polymorphic distributions of traits.

All LCEMs require the formation and coexistence of new species, but only the tangled nature model (Christensen et al., 2002) incorporates sexual reproduction. While this common simplification is understandable in light of the additional computational complexity sexual
reproduction adds to community models, future research needs to address this indisputable extra factor structuring most natural communities.

LESSONS LEARNED AND CHALLENGES AHEAD

Mechanisms promoting the evolution of community diversity

A clear advantage of LCEMs over community-assembly models is that they do not need to make \textit{a priori} assumptions about the invading species used to build up ecological diversity. While some debate exists about advisable relative investments into ecological detail and genetic detail in models of evolutionary ecology (see, for example, Waxman and Gavrilets, 2005, including responses), all community-evolution models agree that including diversification processes and their ecological determinants are key ingredients. Therefore, they provide unique opportunities for studying conditions under which diversification occurs, and conversely, help to understand constraints on the emergence and maintenance of diversity in ecological communities (Brännström et al., 2011c). Such constraints emerge from the ecological and evolutionary ingredients considered in an LCEM.

One example of how diversity depends on ecological and evolutionary forces is the effect of competition. While competition has traditionally often been conceived as limiting the number of sympatrically coexisting species (Gause, 1932; Tilman, 1982), more recent research has highlighted how competition actually appears necessary to obtain diversity in community-evolution models, because it promotes speciation (Loeuille and Loreau, 2005; Ito and Ikegami, 2006; Yoder and Nuismer, 2010; Brännström et al., 2011c). The crucial role of competition for the emergence of biodiversity is supported by experimental studies (Rainey and Travisano, 1998), as well as by empirical data suggesting niche displacement/limiting similarity (Abrams, 1983). A second example is provided by increased availability of energy, a purely ecological factor that has been shown to promote vertical diversity (measured by the number of trophic levels), both in community models without evolution (Oksanen et al., 1981; Oksanen and Oksanen, 2000) and in community-evolution models (Drossel et al., 2001; Loeuille and Loreau, 2005; Brännström et al., 2011c).

With regard to evolutionary components, it is important to note that the dimensionality of a community’s trait space does not directly affect the emergence of diversity. High diversity can be obtained in models utilizing only a one-dimensional trait space (Loeuille and Loreau, 2005; Troost et al., 2005), a two-dimensional trait space (Ito and Ikegami, 2006; Ingram et al., 2009), or many trait dimensions (Caldarelli et al., 1998; Drossel et al., 2001; Christensen et al., 2002; Rossberg et al., 2006). It has, however, been shown that the shape of trade-off functions is critical for evolutionary branching (de Mazancourt and Dieckmann, 2004), and thus for the adaptive diversification of communities, indicating that certain kinds of trade-offs may be important for the evolutionary build-up of complex communities.

Relating traits to interactions and defining trade-offs

Models based on one or two concretely identified traits (such as body size) assume that these traits play a dominant role in determining ecological interactions. The advantages of such an approach are twofold. First, because the traits are concretely identified, it is easier to derive the corresponding trade-offs from empirically supported ecological or physiological assumptions. Second, because such concretely identified traits can be measured empirically, the models can be falsified in terms of their assumptions or their
predictions. For example, two assumptions of the Loeuille and Loreau (2005) model can be empirically justified: the assumption that predators will preferably feed on a restricted range of prey body sizes that are smaller than themselves (Cohen et al., 2003; Berlow et al., 2004; Emmerson and Raffaelli, 2004), and the assumption that body size also affects basic reproduction rates and mortality rates (Peters, 1983; Brown, 2004). Similarly, when the considered trait refers to the degree of specialization or vulnerability, trade-off functions may be based on optimal-foraging arguments (Kondoh, 2003; Ito and Ikegami, 2006).

One criticism of models based on one or two trait dimensions is that their match with reality could be limited, as interspecific interactions in nature are affected by many traits. However, static community models without evolution that use a one-dimensional niche hierarchy have been relatively successful at reproducing empirically observed food-web structures (Williams and Martinez, 2000). Real food webs are close to being interval (e.g. Stouffer et al., 2006), which could be indicative of a low-dimensional trophic niche space, a high-dimensional trophic niche space, or frequent speciation events (Rossberg et al., 2010; Brännström et al., 2011a). It is also conceivable that the effective dimension of trophic niche space is low even if many traits determine trophic interactions (Rossberg et al., 2010).

An alternative approach within the LCEM framework, close in spirit to what is done in statistical physics, is to consider a large number of traits and to obtain the evolutionary dynamics as emerging from variations of this large set (e.g. Drossel et al., 2001). In such models, trade-off functions are not directly defined; instead, it is usually assumed that activation of one trait implies inhibition of another trait.

Understanding invasions and adaptations as drivers of community formation

Both community-assembly models (e.g. Post and Pimm, 1983) and LCEMs assume that the modelled communities are exposed to a series of invasions by new morphs not currently present in the community. While invaders in community-assembly models are uncorrelated with the resident community, invaders in LCEMs are often mutants that differ only slightly from their resident ancestors. Figure 2 illustrates how these two alternative approaches lead to different community structures. In Fig. 2a, the community has been assembled through invasions from an external species pool. The resultant community is wide open to further invasions. After more species have attempted to invade, the ranges of trait combinations that can successfully invade have shrunk (Fig. 2b), but the community still remains susceptible to invasions. If the community instead undergoes gradual adaptive evolution starting with a random collection of species, the picture is very different: after a while, evolution comes to a halt, with all resident species situated on invasion-fitness peaks at zero height (Fig. 2c). There are, however, still trait combinations with which invading species could successfully enter the resultant community. Combining the two processes of invasion and adaptation finally leads to a community that is completely closed, in the sense that it cannot be invaded by any additional species (Fig. 2d).

As illustrated by Fig. 2, invasions are not fine-tuned, and thus cannot place species exactly on any fitness peaks that happen to exist. Gradual adaptive evolution, in turn, cannot cross valleys in the fitness landscape. The combination of both processes, therefore, more easily leads to communities that are completely closed to invasion, i.e. to a globally evolutionarily stable coalition. Note that the distinct fitness peaks, or niches, that are visible in Figs. 2c and 2d, are not prescribed model ingredients, but are an emergent property of the eco-evolutionary process.
While only those community-assembly models that are trait-based can readily be extended to include evolutionary processes, all LCEMs can be extended to include invasion processes. Thus, LCEMs have the potential to serve as a framework for the conceptual unification of community-assembly models and community-evolution models. This integrative approach can potentially shed new light on several research questions, such as the extent to which speciation is driven by species diversity (e.g. Emerson and Kolm, 2005) and the relationship between the rate of species invasions and local extinctions (e.g. Sax et al., 2002).
With more phylogenetic data becoming available (e.g. Wiens, 2004; Urban and Skelly 2006), future applications of LCEMs may help with interpreting phylogenetic patterns in communities that have emerged as the result of adaptive radiations involving both invasions and adaptations. They can also be used to investigate trait distributions in ecological communities and to study selection pressures on invasive species after their introduction into novel habitats (Phillips et al., 2006).

Comparing community-evolution models with empirical datasets

Indicators of ecological community structure based on binary interactions are being widely considered, both in empirical and in theoretical studies. Such indicators are often taken from graph theory (Jordano et al., 2003; Krause et al., 2003; Thébault and Fontaine, 2010; Fontaine et al., 2011). We know, for instance, that empirical trophic webs often tend to be compartmentalized, while empirical mutualistic webs tend to be nested (Post and Pimm, 1983; Drake, 1990a; Morton and Law, 1997). Recovering these and other commonly found statistical features of natural community structures by devising suitable models has been a major goal of ecological research, a challenge in which static community models without evolution seem to succeed quite well (Williams and Martinez, 2000; Cattin et al., 2004). Some LCEMs succeed in this challenge too (Loeuille and Loreau, 2005; Rossberg et al., 2006), which raises the question of how to assess the various modelling approaches in light of the empirical data.

Recently, McGill (2010) claimed that testing biogeographical models using species-abundance distributions was of limited relevance, because too many different models, using very different ingredients, were able to reproduce key features of the observed distributions: hence, additional tests are necessary to tease apart the different models. We expect a similar difficulty to arise when comparing the community structures predicted by static community models and LCEMs: since many static community models (Williams and Martinez, 2000; Cattin et al., 2004) and LCEMs (Loeuille and Loreau, 2005; Rossberg et al., 2006) are able to reproduce empirical web structures adequately, additional tests have to be devised and undertaken to assess the relative merit of those community models, and thus, of the theories and assumptions on which they are built.

Large community-evolution models have a verifiability advantage over static community models, in that the latter are limited to producing binary structure (interactions between species are either absent or present), whereas community-evolution models that include population dynamics yield quantitative predictions of interaction strengths and of the relative densities or biomasses of species. Most LCEMs can, for example, reproduce skewed distributions of interaction strengths, a pattern known to be present in many food-web datasets (e.g. Paine, 1992; Goldwasser and Roughgarden, 1993). Predictions of the dynamics of densities or biomasses through time may also be used for empirical tests. Furthermore, when these models are based on concretely identified traits, model-predicted trait distributions can be directly compared with their empirical counterparts (Loeuille and Loreau, 2006; Rossberg et al., 2008, Troost et al., 2008).

Finally, we note that most static community models use community-scale parameters (such as diversity and connectance, most often) as input to obtain other quantitative indicators of community structure as output, leaving unexplained the former’s origin. In contrast, LCEMs may help us to understand the origin of diversity and connectance as emergent properties of the considered eco-evolutionary process (Loeuille and Loreau, 2005; Beckerman et al., 2006; Petchey et al., 2008).
Recent ecological threats such as global warming and a rapidly growing human population mean that now, more than ever, it is important to understand the conditions under which ecosystems may persist and remain stable. There are experimental, empirical, and theoretical reasons to think that evolution may affect the stability or the dynamics of populations constituting ecological communities. In an experiment, Takehito Yoshida and his colleagues showed that evolution strongly influences population cycles (Yoshida et al., 2003). Empirical data on lemming cycles suggest that adaptations to food quality may have been an important cause of such periodic fluctuations (Seldal, 1994). The question of the influence of evolution on stability has been extensively studied in small community-evolution models (Ferrière and Gatto, 1993; van Baalen and Sabelis, 1993; Doebeli and Koella, 1995; Abrams and Matsuda, 1997; Fussmann et al., 2007).

While a general message is difficult to discern, it has been suggested that evolution of prey vulnerability/defence is more likely to destabilize population dynamics, while evolution of predator consumption is more likely to stabilize it (Abrams, 2000). Large community-evolution models offer an opportunity to study these and related questions in a realistic context of full-fledged ecological communities.

While small community-evolution models allow us to discover key ingredients that change the effects of evolution on stability, such as spatial heterogeneity, non-linear functional responses, or trophic position, it is important to study the same questions in more complex settings. One reason is that the number of feedback loops is limited when considering just two species, while many indirect effects constraining stability occur in larger communities. Another reason is May’s (1973) demonstration that diversity is an important component of the stability of communities, with larger communities tending to be less stable.

Large community-evolution models already appear to be providing different results compared with small community-evolution models regarding the effects of evolution on stability: in general, the effects of evolution on stability are very diverse and are currently far from being obvious, leaving open such important questions as whether co-evolution stabilizes population dynamics (Saloniemi, 1993; van Baalen and Sabelis, 1993; Hochberg and Holt, 1995; Schreiber and Vejdani 2006) or destabilizes population dynamics (Abrams and Matsuda, 1997). In contrast, LCEMs including the WebWorld model (Quince et al., 2005), Loeuille and Loreau’s model (Loeuille and Loreau, 2005; Brännström et al., 2011c), and Kondoh’s model (Kondoh, 2003), all produce complex and fairly stable assemblages. One plausible reason for this is that evolution in these models produces skewed interaction-strength distributions (Loeuille, 2010a), which is known to be stabilizing in real food webs (McCann et al., 1998). However, satisfaction with LCEMs for providing a simple answer to this tricky question must be qualified by recognizing that natural communities contain many kinds of interactions beyond the trophic interactions typically emphasized in these models. It has been suggested that in such multi-interaction communities, evolution may be stabilizing when diversity is low, but destabilizing at higher levels of diversity (Loeuille, 2010b).

What lies ahead: conservation and management

Interactions between organisms are not only shaping ecological coexistence and the structure of communities, but may themselves change in response to the selective pressures they impose. The conservation and management of populations can benefit from these
insights. In particular, a good understanding of the demography and evolution of
large communities may allow us to predict what effects alien species or environmental
changes will have on the dynamics and composition of ecological communities. Such
an understanding may be imperative in times when species displacement is being considered
a possible means of mitigating the detrimental impacts of climate change (Willis et al., 2009;
Thomas, 2011).

There are many instances in which the translocation of a species has led to large-scale
modifications of ecological communities because of interactions between community and
evolutionary dynamics. One of the more well-known examples is the introduction of the
cane toad (Bufo marinus) in Australia. In 1935, some 3000 specimens were released
in northern Queensland in an attempt to manage the native cane beetle (Dermolepida
albohirtum), a pest of sugar cane (Lever, 2001). Not only did the toads fail to control the pest
they were supposed to prey upon, but they rapidly invaded western Australia and became a
pest themselves (Lampo and De Leo, 1998). Evolution matters to understand the different steps of
such invasive dynamics. First, the plasticity in the toad’s behaviour played a critical role in
its propagation. Second, the invasive speed of the cane toads has increased over the years
through adaptive changes in leg length (Phillips et al., 2006). The cane toad is not the
only example of an invasive species for which adaption has played a major role; similar
conclusions have been reached for other invasive organisms (Blossey and Notzold, 1995; Colautti et al.,
2004; Joshi and Vrielings, 2005; Liu and Stiling, 2006). Evolutionary responses may also bring invasions to
a halt. For instance, the evolution of soapberry bugs seems to increase the resistance of
recipient communities to invasion by exotic vine species in Australia (Carroll et al., 2005).
Although evolutionary effects are notoriously difficult to disentangle from other adaptive
processes or species-replacement dynamics, many results now suggest they may play a
critical role in understanding issues related to invasion and conservation (Stockwell et al., 2003;
Müller-Schäfer et al., 2004).

For exploited populations, a body of published work is elucidating the evolutionary
effects of selective harvesting (Koskinen et al., 2002; Coltman et al., 2003; Barot et al., 2004; Olsen et al., 2004; Poos
et al., 2011). In many cases, models have shown that exploitation imposes a selective pressure
on the targeted species to mature earlier and at a smaller size, and this expectation has to
some extent been confirmed by the analyses of corresponding trends in empirical data (Barot
et al., 2004; Olsen et al., 2004). As LCEMs suggest that body size can play an important role in
determining ecological interactions and the resultant structure of food webs (Loeuille and
Loreau, 2005; Rossberg et al., 2008; Brännström et al., 2011c), evolution of body size due to selection
pressures exerted by human exploitation may cascade through communities with largely
unknown consequences for the maintenance of diversity and the functioning of natural
ecosystems (Laugen et al., in press).

Dunne et al. (2002) show that a sequential removal of species may entail the rapid collapse
of a whole food web, in particular if the removed species are very connected. However, this
intuitively plausible expectation may not apply if species can adapt and reorganize their
food web’s feeding interactions in such a way as to prevent the secondary extinctions. Such a
reorganization of interactions may result from behavioural changes, phenotypic plasticity,
or adaptive evolution. It is feasible to model these processes using evolutionary food-web
models (e.g. Kondoh, 2003). Alternatively, there may be scenarios in which species evolution
hinders, rather than promotes, the persistence of species. Evolutionary suicide (Parvinen, 2005)
and evolutionary murder (e.g. Dercole et al., 2006; Ferrière et al., 2007) are two ways through which
it is known species evolution leads to extinctions. In the context of a large community, these
mechanisms may still operate, and if they do, they will increase the vulnerability of such a community to secondary extinctions. Future developments of evolutionary models of ecological communities in general, and of LCEMs in particular, have the potential and capacity to address such conservation and management issues, while models that do not take into account traits and their evolution will remain fundamentally limited in these regards.
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